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For H*, 1 < p < CO, composition operators C, defined by CJ f ) = f 0 y 
for f E HP, q~ analytic on D = {z 1 1 z ! < l} are considered, and their spectra 
determined in the case where y is analytic on an open region containing D. 
For 1 5 p < co, HP denotes the Hardy class of functions f analytic 
on D = (2 1 j z 1 < l} for which 
IlfllH. = ;fVl [(2m)-’ jozT lf(reie)lp cIB]~" < co. 
If F is an analytic map of D into itself, it was shown by 
Ryff [lo] that q~ induces a composition operator C,: HP -+ HP 
defined by C,f = f o q~ for all f E HP, and that C, is bounded with 
II GIIHP f [(l + I d0)1)/(1 - I FJwlr’“. 
In this paper we discuss the spectrum cr(C,) of such composition 
operators in the case where y is analytic on D, that is, cp is analytic on 
an open region containing D. Previous results for inner functions may 
be found in [9] and for compact operators in [l] and [13]. 
Letting vn. denote the nth iterate of 9, i.e., F&Z) = z, yn(z) = 
~(y,-~(z)), our principal result is the following. 
THEOREM A. Let qx D + D be an analytic function on II and 
consider C, as an operator on HP, 1 < p < CO. 
1. If C,N is a compact operator for some positive integer N, then q has 
;lypoint z,, in D and u(C,) = {(I’) n I n is a positive integer) U (0,l) 
2. Suppose CON is not a compact operator for any positive integer N 
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and cp is not an inner linear fractional transformation.l If y has no jxed 
point in D, then among the jxed points of q~ on the unit circle, there is a 
unique fixed point z’ for which b = ~‘(2’) is positive and less than or 
equal to 1. If b < 1, then u(C,) = {A 1 j h 1 < b--l/n). If b = 1, then 
4CJ c ix I I x I G 1). 
3. Suppose 9 is not an inner function and CWN is not a compact 
operator for any positive integer N. If v has a fixed point z,, in D, then 
there is a positive integer N for which S, = {yn(w) 1 1 y,,,(w)1 = l} is 
jinite, nonempty and consists only of fixed points of ~JJ, . In this case 
c = min{y,‘(x) 1 z E A’.,,} is greater than 1, and 
u(C,) = {A 1 ] h 1 < c-lINP} U {(q’(xo))n j n is a positive integer} U (1). 
4. If v is an inner function with a fixed point in D, but not a linear 
fractional transformation, then C, is equivalent to an isometry [9, lo] 
and u(C,) = {A 1 1 h I < l}. 
5. If 9 is an inner linear fractional transformation, then o(C,) is 
Known from Ip] and is described below. 
It is not known whether the inclusion in 2 can be proper. 
Nordgren [9] considered the case where v is an inner function. He 
showed that if 9 is a linear fractional transformation (and inner) 
normalized so that cp(z) = (ax + E)/(c.z + z), 1 a I2 - 1 c I2 = 1, then 
for HP, 1 5 p < co, there are three possibilities. 
(1) I c / < 1 Im a / and cr(C,) = closure{K” 1 n is a positive 
integer}, where 
K = (Re a + i[(Im u)~ - 1 c jz1112)/(Re a - i[(Im a)” - 1 c j2]1/2). 
(2) I c I = II m a 1 and u(C,) = {A 1 I X j = 11. 
(3) 1 c [ > / Im a j and o(C,) is the annulus centered at 0, 
{A j K--l/p < j X / < Kiln} where 
K = (Re a + [I c I2 - (Im a)2]112)/(Re a - [I c I2 - (Im u)~]I/“). 
Further it was shown that if an inner function q, which is not a 
linear fractional transformation, has a fixed point in D, then C, is 
equivalent to an isometry [9, Theor. 2; 10, Theor. 31 and thus 
o(czJ = (A 1 I h I < 1). 
1 q is an inner linear fractional transformation iff ‘p is both an inner function and 
a linear fractional transformation. 
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Caughran and Schwartz [l] showed that if CON is a compact operator 
for some positive integer N, then 9 must have a fixed point z, E D and 
dc?) = {(da” I n is a positive integer} u (0, l}. Shapiro and 
Taylor [13] discuss geometric conditions under which C, is compact. 
The case where q~ is linear was settled by Deddens [2]. 
For the disc algebra A, the sup norm algebra of functions continuous 
on D and analytic on D, complete results were obtained in [6] for those 
y having a fixed point in D. It was shown that if y E A, q~: D ---f D, 
~(z,,) = z0 ED and C,f = f 0 q~, for all f e A, we have one of the 
following. 
(*) (1) If q~ is a schlicht function of the disc onto itself, then C, 
is an automorphism of A and u(C,) is contained in the 
unit circle. 
(2) If C, is not an automorphism, but n range yn is an 
infinite set, then cr(C,) = {X 1 1 X 1 < l}. 
(3) If n range vn = {q,}, then a(C,) = {(q~‘(q,))” 1 n is a 
positive integer} U (0, l}. 
In both Theorem A and the results of [6], the nature of the spectra of 
certain composition operators C, remains open. In Theorem A, the 
case where I’ = 1 is unsolved, while in [6] if n range vn = {xi}, 
some zi on the unit circle, again u(C,) is not known in some cases. 
An example for both is p)(z) = *(I + x2). 
Also we remark that (*) is a special case of more general results about 
the spectra of automorphisms of commutative semisimple Banach 
algebras. It was shown in [7] that if T is such an automorphism, then 
either TN = I for some positive integer N in which case a(T) is a 
finite union of finite subgroups of the unit circle, or else a(T) contains 
the unit circle. Since automorphisms of function algebras, and in 
particular of the disc algebra, are isometries, we have in this case that 
either TN = I for some positive integer Nor else u(T) = {h 1 1 h 1 = l}. 
Further properties of the spectra of arbitrary automorphisms of 
commutative semisimple Banach algebras were obtained by Scheinberg 
[II, 121. 
1 
In this section miscelaneous properties of the inducing functions 
will be collected. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let 9): D +- D be analytic on a. Suppose 1 x1 I = 1 
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and ~(2~) = z1 . Then q~‘(,zJ is positive. If, in addition, 9 has a fixed 
point in D, then q~,‘(s~) > 1 unless q~ is a linear fractional transformation. 
Proof. Since g, is conformal at zi and takes D into itself, I’ is 
positive. 
Suppose F has, in addition to zi , the fixed point x0 E D. Then 
letting g be the linear fractional transformation 
and considering g-l 0 v 0 g, we see that there is no restriction in 
assuming that z0 = 0 and xi = 1. Therefore, assume ~(0) = 0 and 
F(l) = 1. 
Suppose v is a positive integer and y(z) = x”+(z), where #: D + D 
is analytic on n. Then /J(O) # 0, $( 1) = 1 and #‘( 1) > 0 unless # = 1. 
Then y’(x) = YJZ-~#(Z) + xy#‘(x), so that ~‘(1) = v + $J’( 1) > v > 1, 
unless y = z. 
LEMMA 1.2. If y: D 4 D is analytic on D and q~ is not a linear 
fractional transformation, then ~‘(2’) 5 1 fey at most one fixed point x’ 
on the unit circle. 
Proof. Let zi and x2 be distinct fixed points of p) on the unit circle. 
It is no restriction to assume that x1 = 1 and x2 = - 1. For, we can 
consider a linear fractional transformation g of D onto D with g( 1) = z1 
andg(-1) = as. Then we have that # = g-l o p) o g satisfies 1+4(l) = 1, 
#(--I) = -1, #: D --f D, F(l) = ~44 and $‘(- 1) = y’(zJ. Let 
G: G(z) = i&&z) - #(-z)]. Th en G: D + D, G(0) = 0, G(1) = 1 
and G’(x) = $/J’(Z) + $‘( -.z)]. By Lemma 1 .l, G’( 1) > 1, unless 
G = x (which would imply that z/ = z, and hence that g, is a linear 
fractional transformation). Thus, unless # = x, we have that 
4’(l) + #‘C--1) > 2 h s owing that at most one of J./J’(~) and $‘(-1) is 
less than or equal to 1. If z” is that fixed point for which I’ 2 1, 
then considering in turn pairs (z”, W) of fixed points of 9, we have that 
F’(W) > 1 for all w # x”. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let v: D -+ D be analytic on D. If 1 y~(x)i = 1 for 
infinitely many x on the unit circle, then q~ is an inner function. 
Proof. Suppose y is analytic on a region containing (2 1 1 z 1 < 
1 + E} for some E > 0. Consider the function x + ~(z-I). This map 
is analytic on 1,s 1 (1 + E)-’ < 1 z I}. Hence G: G(x) = v(z) v(,+) is 
analytic on the annulus (z ) (1 + ~)-l < ] z j < (1 + E)}. However, 
for each z on the unit circle for which 1 y(z)] = 1, we have G(x) = 1. 
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Thusthe analytic function G is constant on an infinite set in the annulus 
and hence G is identically 1 on {s I(1 + l )-’ < 1 z ] < (1 + E)). In 
particular, G(x) = 1 for all x, 1 z 1 = 1, and so 1 y(z)] = 1 for all x, 
j 2: 1 = 1, i.e., y is an inner function. 
LEMMA 1.4. If v: D -+ D is analytic on D and q~ is not an inner 
function, then there is a positive integer N for which q+.,(z) = q~&,z) for 
all x with 1 P)~(x)] = 1. 
Proof. Since y is not inner, S = {z 1 ] q~~(z)l = l} is finite. If for 
some positive integer N, ] ~J~(x)I < 1 for all z, then the theorem is 
trivially true. In the other case, for each x E S, either I vk(z)I < 1 for 
some positive integer K, or else 1 q~(zz)j = 1 for all positive integers j. 
But then Q+*(X) = v&x) for some integers K and q, 0 < K, 0 < q; for, 
otherwise, T = (q+(x) 11 ’ is a positive integer) would be an infinite set 
for which 1 q(t)1 = 1 f or all t E T, implying that q~ is inner, contrary 
to the hypothesis. Taking N as a suitable multiple of these k’s gives 
the result. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let y: D -+ D be analytic and not inner. If for some 
positive integer N and point x0 E D we have qN(z,,) = x,, , then 
9420) = 20 ’ 
Proof. If N > 1 and qN(zo) = x0, then q(xo) is also a fixed point 
of qN since qN(y(xo)) = q(q+,(x,)) = q(xo). But Schwarz’s lemma 
implies that if CJJ,,, is not inner, then yN can have at most one fixed point 
in D. Hence $,x0) = x0 . 
We will need the following theorem due to Denjoy [3] and 
Wolff [14]. 
THEOREM 1.6. If y: D -+ D is analytic, and is not a rotation about 
ajixedpoint, then there is a point /3 E D so thatfor every x E D, ~~(2) -+ /3. 
If q~ is continuous at /3, then I q@) 1 = 8. 
LEMMA 1.7. If q D -+ D is analytic on D, and q~ is not a rotation 
about a jixed point, and if p is the point of convergence in the Denjoy- 
W’o@ Theorem, then I ~‘(/3)j 5 1. 
Proof. If]/31 <l,th en Lemma 1.7 is clearly true by Schwarz’s 
lemma. Now suppose I p ( = 1 and q’(p) = 1 + 2~ for some E > 0. 
Then there exists 6 > 0 so that ] p - qo()]/I /I - w I > 1 + E if 
I w - /3 I < 6. Let x E D. Since limndm v,(z) = p, there exsits N > 0 
so that 6 > I /3 - ~Jz)] for n 2 N. 
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Thus for positive integers m, 
= p - d%+N-dz)) . B - d?%n+N--2k)) . . . fl - ‘dyN(z)) 
p - %+N-I@) p - %+N-&) P - v’N@) 
> (1 + + 
. 
Therefore 1 /3 - F~+~ (z)/ > (1 f E)” 1 /3 - q&(z)/, which for large m 
is a contradiction to 6 > 1 j3 - q,+N(x)j. 
Hence y’(p) 5 1. 
To summarize, we have the following situation. If q: D --+ D is 
analytic on D, then the following mutually exclusive cases occur. 
I. 9) is inner. 
II. g, is not inner and for all integers N there is no fixed point 
of plN on the unit circle. 
III. There is a positive integer N for which S, = 
{P)~(w) 1 I TN(W)] = l> is finite, nonempty and every x E SN 
is a fixed point of P)~ . 
(a) v has no fixed point in D. 
(i) I’ < 1 for some x’ E SN and p’(z) > 1 
for x’ # x E S, . 
(ii) I’ = 1 for some x’ E S, and y’(x) > 1 
for x’ # z E S, . 
(b) qN (and hence y) has a fixed point in D and v’(z) > 1 
for all x E S, . 
With regard to spectral properties of C,,, for such v’, in case I, if q is 
inner and a linear fractional transformation, then a(C,) was determined 
in [9]. For such y, inner, but not a linear fractional transformation, 
if v has a fixed point in D, then C, is equivalent to an isometry [9, lo] 
and u(C,) = {h 1 1 h 1 < l}. If v is inner, but has no fixed point in D, 
then part 2 of Theorem A holds. 
For case II, C,N is a compact operator for some positive integer N 
and the spectrum was described in [l]. 
2 
The lemmas in this section are almost identical to corresponding 
lemmas in [6]. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let v: D + D be analytic. Suppose z0 E D and 
I = z,, . Let g be the linear fractional transformation g(z) = 
(x0 - a)/(1 - yOz) and let # = g 0 g, 0 g. Then #(O) = 0, z/(O) = ~‘(z,,) 
and u(C,) = o(C,). 
It is no restriction, then, to assume that a fixed point x,, of v in D is 
Xg = 0. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let y: D + D be analytic and ~(0) = 0. Then 
4G) ’ WKW I n is a positive integer). 
The idea of the proof of Lemma 2.2 is to show that for each positive 
integer the function zV does not lie in the range of ~‘(0)’ - C, 
[6, Lemma 21. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let F: D + D be analytic with ~(0) = 0. Assume 
h + (~‘(0))~ for all positive integers n, and X + 0, 1. If v is 
apositive integer, f, g E HP with (X - C,)f = g andg(0) = g’(0) = *** = 
gty)(0) = 0, then f (0) = f ‘(0) = *.* = f ty)(0) = 0. 
Proof. Assume hf - f (y) = g andg(0) = g’(0) = +a* = gcy)(0) = 0. 
Evaluating at x = 0 gives Xf (0) -f (0) = g(0) = 0, so thatf (0) = 0 
since h # 1. 
Further, hf’ -f’(y) y’ = g’. At z = 0, this becomes 
WO) - f’(O> VW) = g’(O), 
so that f ‘(0) = 0 since X # y’(O). 
In general, for K < u, 
Xfcr) - f(k)(v)(v’)k = g’“) + (terms in j(j)(p), j < k). 
Again evaluating at x = 0 gives hf tk)(0) -f (k)(0)(F’(O))k = 0, so that 
ftk)(0) = 0 for k = 0, l,..., V, since h # (~‘(0))~ for all positive 
integers K. 
When g = 0, Lemma 2.3 can be restated as the following. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If A f (~‘(0))~ for all positive integers n and 
h # 0, 1, then h is not an eigenvalue of C, . 
We will use the following iteration theorem, a proof of which may be 
found in a paper by Karlin and MacGregor [S, p. 1391. 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose y is analytic in a neighborhood of a Jixed 
point z1 and c = y’(q), 1 c 1 < 1. Then there is a function A, analytic 
at x1 such that ((~Jz) - q)/~) -+ A(x) uniformly near zl. In fact, 
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Y&) = z1 + c”A(z) + &‘(I ~“A(.z)1~). Further, if y: D ---f D is analytic 
on D and x1 is a jixed point of v with 1 z1 1 = 1 and I’ = c < 1, 
then for each x E D, x near z1 , we have A,(z) = Re A(x) > 0 and 
I ~&>I = 1 + cn44 + qi C”4412). 
The following, which was proved in [6], is also a corollary of 
Theorem 2.5. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let 9: D -+ D be analytic with ~(0) = 0. If 
I z / < 1 (or, in fact, if I q+(x)] < 1 f OY some positive integer j), then 7 
llmk I v&3 Ilk < I ~‘(0) 1. Furthermore, 
(1) if y’(O) = 0, then given E > 0, and Y E [0, l), there exists 
B > 0 so that for each positive integer m, I ym(z)/ < Bern 
for all x, 1 x / < r; 
(2) if 0 < 1 v’(O)1 < 1, then given E > 0 and Y E [0, l), there 
exists B > 0 so that for each positive integer m, 1 9)m(z)I < 
B((l + e> I ~‘(o>l>“fo~ d x, I 2 I < y. 
3 
We now determine u(C,) when v is not inner, nor Cq, a compact 
operator for any integer N, by considering in turn the cases where 
min{v’(x) 1 / z I = 1, g)(x) = } z is 1 ess than 1, equal to 1, and greater 
than 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose v: D -+ D is analytic on D, q is not an inner 
linear fractional transformation and y has no$xedpoint in D. Suppose z’ 
is the Denjoy-Wolflpoint of convergence (necessarily) on {z 1 1 z 1 = l}. 
Then I’ < 1. Consider C, as an operator on HP, 1 < p < 00. If 
q’(x’) < 1, then u(C,) = {A 1 I h I < y’(x’)-l/P}. 
Proof. The fact that ~‘(2’) < 1 follows from Lemma 1.7. It is no 
restriction to assume that z’ = 1. Then let c = v’(l) which we are 
assuming to be less than 1. 
We first show that the spectral radius II C, l18a = lEindm II CQn Il1ln < 
c-l/p. Indeed, by Theorem 2.5 and the fact that v,,(O) -+ 1, there exist 
numbers A, > 0 and A with 1 - j q,(O)1 = PA,, + 0( I P/l I”). Since 
II Gn vn = /I can vn < [(I + I942W/U - I %0)l)1”‘““, 
it follows that 
7 
II c, lisp = $J II cwn IV < ;i [(I + I %(O)l)/(l - I %(O)l)]““” = c-l’p. 
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We next show that each h, with 1 h, 1 < c-l/P is in u(C,). Suppose, 
to the contrary, that 0 < 1 h, / < c-i/p and X, $ u(C,). Let X, = cm. 
Since / h, I < c-l/p and c < 1, it follows that Re 01 > -l/p. Let % be 
a neighborhood of X, for which h E @ implies that (h - C,)-l exists and 
A--+ (A - Q-1 is an analytic operator-valued function. If g E HP, 
h E @, 1 x 1 < 1 and if C~z’=,g(~k(x)) kk converges, then F(z) = 
h-l Cy=, g(yk(z)) h-k satisfies 
k=O k=O 
Thus [(h - C&-lg](z) = h-l C~=‘=,g(~,,(z)) h-” whenever the right- 
hand side converges. 
Since 1 - ~~(0) = ckA + 0(1 ckA 12), where Re A > 0, it is 
easy to show that there exist constants P, Q > 0 such that 
ckAo - Pc2k < 1 - / yk(0)j < ckAo + Qczk, for large k, K > K, 
say, and where A, = Re A. As a consequence, there is a number c’, 
0 < c’ < 1, such that (1 - 1 y)k+l(0)l)/(l - I ‘&O)l) < c’, fork > K. 
Thus the sequence (yk(0))& is an interpolating sequence for Ha 
[4, Theor. 9.21. That is, given a bounded sequence (/&}& of complex 
numbers, there is a bounded analytic function h on D with 
h(vk(0)) = Pk > K > K* 
Let 
Since (1 - vk(0))/ ck -+ A # 0, the sequence {$& is bounded. Let h 
be a bounded analytic function on D with h(vk(O)) = yk , k > K. Since 
Re 01 > -l/p, the functiong defined by g(z) = (1 - x)ol h(x) belongs 
to Hp. In addition, for X E @ with / h, I = I c” I < I h I we have 
(h - C,)-ig(z) = h-i C~~,g(~,(z)) h-k, the right-hand side con- 
verging since li&,m jg(~k(z))ll’k=lCal</XIforallx,Ixj<l. 
Also, if I ho 1 < / h I and X E @, then 
[CA - c,)-lk!l(o) = h-1 5 g(~k(">>X-k 
k=O 
= k1 f (1 - yk(o))” ,+A-’ 
k=O 
= x-1 fj 1 cm Ik 1 h I--K = h-1(1 h 1 - 1 cm I)-’ 1 h 1. 
k=O 
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However, evaluation at a point is a bounded linear functional on HP 
[4, p. 361, so that [(A - C,)-lg](O) + [(A0 - C,)-rg](O) as h -+ A, . 
But we have just seen that for ( A, 1 < / X /, we have [(A - C,)-lg](O) = 
X-Y h I - I c” I>-’ I X I so that b,Ao.IAoI<lnl I[@ - C,)-lgl(0)l = ~0, 
which is a contradiction. 
Thus, no A, with I A, I < c-l/p can lie in u(C,). Therefore, 
dG> 1 P 1 I x I < c-l/P}. Since we have also shown that j/ C, lisp < 
c-l/p, we conclude that o(C,) = {A 1 / h 1 < c-l/p}. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let v be analytic at 1, y( 1) = v’(l) = 1, m be a 
positive integer with q++l)(l) f 0 and q+“)(l) = 0, k = 2, 3,..., m. 
Suppose x is a complex number and {q~J,z))&~ is a sequence of points 
distinct from 1 with limn+m ~Jx) = 1. Then 1 1 - qJz)/ N K(n-l/“), 
some K > 0. 
Proof. With the given conditions 
1 - q+z) = (1 - z) + (1 - Xp+l P(z), (1) 
where 1 < m is an integer, P is analytic near 1 and P(1) = 
(( - 1)” q(m+l)( l)/(m + I)!) # 0. 
Then 
(1 - z4w - (1 - YLN” 
= (1 - %lW” - (1 - (P&4>” 
(1 - %(4>” 0 - %-l(4)” 
= hc4 - %-l(4) m-1 (1 - %m)” (1 - %-l(4)” [ z. (1 - %I-MY (1 - %(4P-1-~ 1 . 
Since (1) implies q&z) - ?Jz) = (1 - q’n-l(~))m+l P(~n-1(2)), we 
obtain 
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Now, 
and so 
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= P’(l) = 1 
Therefore, 
(1 - k4w - (1 _ p~-l(z))m = --P(l)m + % ’ 
where lim E, = 0. 
n-m 
Summing (2) on n, we obtain 
(2) 
(1 - Lw - (1 -l z)” = k=l 
which dividing by n becomes 
1 1 
n(1 - p&c))” = n(1 - z)” 
- d(l) + n-l .f Ek . 
k=l 
Thus, limn.+oo (l/n( 1 - v,(z))“) = --P(l) or lim,,, n( 1 - y,(z))” = 
- 1 /mP( l), proving the assertion. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose q: D -+ D is analytic on D, v has no Jixed 
point in D and y is not an inner linear fractional transformation. Let z’ 
be the Denjoy- Wolffjixed point on the unit circle and assume I’ = 1. 
Then u(C,) C {A 1 1 h 1 < l}. 
Proof. We assume that z’ = 1. Let m be the positive integer with 
q++l)( 1) # 0 and ~(~‘(1) = 0, for K = 2,..., m. Since ~~(0) --f 1, 
Lemma 3.2 implies that 1 1 - v,(O)/ - K(n-llm) and thus that 
1 - I %(O)l - K’(n-‘1”). Therefore, 
II c, /Is9 G p$l + I %(W)/(l - I %@>01”” = ~~wvn = 1, 
and so a(C,) C (A 1 1 h 1 = 11. 
It is not known whether this inclusion can be proper. 
We now turn to the remaining case. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Consider HP, 1 < p < GO. Suppose y: D --+ D is 
analytic on B and has a jixed point x,, E D. Suppose that v is not inner 
and that CW, is not a compact operator for any integer N. Then for some 
positive integer N, S, = (am 1 / qN(w)j = l> is jinite, nonempty 
and consists only of jixed points of q)N . Further, for each x E S, , we 
have o(C,) 3 {A 1 1 h 1 < yN’(x)-l/NP). 
Proof. We remark that the statements about S,,, follow from 
Section 1 and also it will be no restriction to assume that z,, = 0. Let 
s, = {zl ,...) 2&}. 
Fix j E {l,..., s}. Applying Theorem 2.5 to y;l, which exists locally 
near xi , we construct a sequence {xn}m, as follows. Choose x0 E D 
with ~;~(x,) - zj . For Iz > 0, let xlt = vk(xO). For k = -nN, 
n > 0, let xl< = x-,N = v;“(x,,), while for arbitrary K < 0, if 
k = -nN + p, p = O,..., N - 1, let xk = vP(xPnN). Then for all 
integers k, v(xk) = xk+r . If n > 0, then xj - x&N = xj - ?)Nn(x,,) - 
F~‘(z~)-~ A(x,) and 1 - j x-,N 1 - p)N’(zj)-n A,(x,), where A(x,,) and 
&(x0) = Re A(x,) are not zero. 
For this sequence {x~}?‘~ it is easy to show by induction that if 
f, g E HP and Af - f (p)) = g, then for each positive integer n, 
n-1 
Pf(xJ = f(Xn) A-" + x-1 c g(xl,) A-". 
k=-n 
(3) 
Now, fix a positive integer v and a number 01 with Re 01 > -l/p 
and let c = ~~‘(2~). Then c > 1. Suppose X, $ o(Cm), I h, / < c-lINp 
and 1 v’(O)[” < 1 h, j. Thenh + (h - C,)-l is analytic in a ball V about 
h, . Let g be defined by g(z) = z”(zj - x>b. Then g E HP and so for 
each h E V with I p1’(0)1” < I X I < c-rINP, there is a function f E HP 
with Af - f (91) = g. 
From (3) we have 
Nn-1 
JinNf(X-,N) = f(+,,) X-nN + x-l c &k) h-“, (4) 
k=-Nn 
for each positive integer n. Now, iff E HP, then for each z E D, we have 
If(z) < (llf llHp21/p/(1 - I f: P> [4, p. 361, so that 
I x Y w2, llfb 
1 hnNf(x-nN)l G (1 _ 1 x-,N 1)1/1, (5) 
which tends to 0 if I h 1 < cPIINP. Thus, limn+m hmNf(X&N) = 0 for 
all X, h near h, and I h I < cPIINP. 
Further, since g has a zero of order v at 0, by Lemma 2.3, the same 
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holds forf. Letf(x) = ,YF(x),F E Hp. Then ]f(~~~v)/ = If(~)~~(x,-,))] = 
I ~nN(41Y I ~(R&J)I and by Lemma 2.6 
~~Cl f(pl,NG%)) I h PN> = ,% I 9J’(WNv Ix PNW) = 0, (6) 
because of our choice of 1 X I > I v’(O)]“. 
Now, (5) and (6) hold for each h in V with 1 y’(0)Iy < I h I < c-liNp, 
so that from (4), we have h-l Cz--, g(xk) Xek = 0 for all h in a 
neighborhood of X, . On the other hand, since g(z) = ,z”(.z~ - x)“, 
it follows that CF=-, g(qJ w-~ is the Laurent expansion of a function 
analytic in {w 1 I q’(0)iV < I w 1 < b}, where b = min(1, / cUIN I). But 
c-lINP < b for Re 01 > -l/p so that the analytic function w + 
CT=-, g(xJ w-~ is identically 0 in its domain. Hence, g(xk) = 0 
for all integers k. But g(xJ = ~~“(2; - qJoL, a contradiction which 
shows that a(C,) 3 {X 1 ) q~‘(O)l~ < I h 1 < c-rINP}. Since v is arbitrary, 
we conclude that a(C,) 3 {h 1 I X j < ~N’(z~)-~/~P}. 
Since j was arbitrary, we have a(C,) 1 {A 1 / x j < qN’(Xi)-l’N”} for 
each j. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let qx D + D be analytic and suppose q(O) = 0. Let v 
be a positive integer and 1 < p < co. Suppose every function in HP 
with a xero of order at least (v + 1) at 0 is in the range of (A - C,), where 
x # 0, 1, (FJ’(o))n, n a positive integer. Then 1, x, x2 ,..., zy are in the 
range of X - C, . 
Proof. Let g be defined on the unit disc by 
&> = c?G4)” - w(0))” Z”. 
Theng E HP and has a zero of order (v + 1) at 0. By hypothesis we can 
fiTntnh E HP with (h - C,)h = g. Let f = (A - (I’m)-l(h + x”). 
(A - c&f = (A - (v’wy [(A - C,)h + (A - q Z”l 
= (A - wuw>-l k + & - h-G>>"1 
= (A - w(o)Y)-l NP(4>’ - bw)” Z” + A-zv - b(ml 
= xv. 
Thus if range (X - C,,,) contains all functions with a zero of order at 
least (V + 1) at 0, and if X # 0, 1, (~‘(0))~ for all positive integers n, 
then xv E range@ - C,). 
In the same way we can conclude, successively, that xv-l, xv-s,..., z 
are in range (X - C,). Also (h - C,)(h - 1)-l = 1 showing that the 
constants are in range (X - C,). 
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The basic facts for proving the final results will follow from the 
following lemma. r will denote the unit circle. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let IJI: D + D be analytic on B with F(O) = 0 and 
q(l) = 1. suppose s = {z 1 1 &)I = l} is nonempty, finite, and 
consists only of fixed points of 97. Suppose, further, that ~‘(1) = 
min{v’(z) 1 z E S}. Then ~‘(1) > 1. Let 1 < p < co and suppose v is a 
positive integer for which 1 y’(O)I” y’( l)rlp < 1. If g E HP has a zero of 
order v at 0, then 
$gj [(277V s, I g(%(w $]l’” < d(lY, 
i.e., for such g and v, we have Ii;;;,,, // C,n(g)jl~? < y’(l)-‘/“. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1, v’(1) > 1. We first assume that q’(O) # 0. 
Suppose S = {a1 , z2 ,..., x,}, zr = 1. Since y’ is continuous at each 
2%) for given E > 0, we can find R, 0 < R < 1 and disjoint neigh- 
borhoods VI, V, ,..., V, of the fixed points 1, .za ,..., x, , respectively, 
with u”,=, V, 3 r, which satisfy the following. 
(9 w E vk and I dw>l > R imply (v’(4ll ~)‘(w>l> -=c 1 + E, 
i=l s. ,**a, 
(ii) There is 6 > 0 so that j v(w)] 3 R implies that 
I ddw))l 3 6 (i.e., j v(w)/ 3 R implies that C&W) is 
bounded away from each of the finite number of zeros of q’). 
Further, using Theorem 2.5 it can be shown that there exist R, 7, 
0 < R < 1, 77 > 0 so that 1 yJeis)j > R implies Re rpn’(eie) > 77 > 0 
for all positive integers n. Since the curvature K, at the point 
w = yn(eie) of the image of the circle r under the mapping w = yn(z) 
is given by K, = (l/l y,‘(eis)l) Re[l + eie(~~(eie)/~,‘(eie))], it follows 
that R can be chosen so that there exists K > 0 such that for each 8 
and n with 1 q,(e*)I >, R, we have K, < K. Hence, we can find R, 
0 < R < 1 such that 
(iii) for each k, k = 1, 2 ,..., the set vk(r) n {z 1 / x 1 > R} 
consists of at most s convex connected curves. 
Let E > 0 and choose V, , k = l,..., s, R and 6 satisfying (i)-(iii). 
Let E, = {z E r ( / yM(z)I < R < I q,M-l(z)j), M = 1, 2,... . For 
each positive integer n, 
580/18/z-3 
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Further, for K = l,..., $ let Fkpn = {z E V, n I’ 1 R < 1 yn(z)I}. We 
remark that 1 v,(z)I >, R implies 1 ~~+(z)l > R, j = l,..., n. 
Assuming g E HP has a zero of order v at 0, we may write g = xvG 
where G E HP and )I G jjHY = 1) g ljHD. 
Fix a positive integer n. Since E, , M = l,..., n and F,,, , k = l,..., s 
are all mutually disjoint, and r = lJ”,=, E, u U”,=, Fksn , we have 
For Qn , the change of variables u = ~&.a) gives 
Now, z E Fl,n implies R < ) q~,(x)J < --* < I v(z)\ < I z /, and by (i) 
y’(l)/1 ~‘(c&x))~ < (1 + E), k = O,..., n - 1. Therefore, 
Since qn(Fl,J is a convex arc, by a theorem of Gabriel [5], there is a 
constant Kp , independent of n, such that JBn(F1.ll) g(cp(u))lP ) du I < 
274, II g 11% sfor all g E HP. Therefore, if g E HP, we have 
In a similar way, for k = 2 ,..., s, 
since y’(l) < q~‘(zJ. 
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We now obtain an upper bound for (1/27~i) JEM 1 g(yn+I(z))IP(d,z/z). 
Since R was chosen so that for each M the set P)~-~(II) n {z 1 / x 1 > R) 
consists of at most s convex arcs it follows that length 
h-lo n b I I 2 I 2 RI) G 4 errs. Further, E, C r for each M, so 
and thus, also length (yMel(EM)) < 4rs, for all M. 
Also, by our definition of E, , if x E E, , then j ~(~.&x))j > R and 
so by (ii) we have ( v’(q~~(x))j = / ~‘(P)~(F~&z)))~ > 6 > 0. Since 
F)M(EMM) = d~w(EdM))> we have that length (~J~(E~)) < 4dP1, for 
all M = 1, 2,... . 
Now, for M = l,..., n, setting u = F,,,,(X) we obtain 
1 =- 
s 
I ~~+~--M(W’ I %+--MWP &J 
2ri m&f&f) %uw x’ 
Since 1 u I = 1 P)~(z)\ < R when z E E, , by Lemma 2.6 there is a 
constant B(R) such that / F~+~-~(u)I < B(R)[(l + 6) I q~~‘(O)l]“f’-“. 
Also, since x E E, implies 1 CJJ~(Z)I >, R for k = l,..., M - 1, we have 
l/l ~‘(~(z))j < (1 + l )/v’(l) for such z and k. Therefore, 
<& s W)Y” [Cl + 4 I dWl”p(n+l-M) I G(~,a+d4)IP I du I m&&J I Y+F%--1(~) .*. YG44) v’k4l 
< _1_ B(R)Y”[(l + E) 1 cp’(O)p(n+l-M) (1 + 6)” 
’ 237 v’(l)M 
-s m&j (E&f) I Gh+,-&)P I du I . 
Now, if u = ~~(2) where .z E E, , then 
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since x E EM implies j yM(z)[ < R. Therefore, 
1 
-s 2ni EM I d%A+l(4)lp $ 
< _L wp [Cl + c) I p)‘(0)ll”~(n+l-M) (1 + c)” 2 /I g [I$ 
277 9w)M (1 Jm&&) ’ d” ‘- 
(8) 
Now, 1 ?‘(O)j” < y’(l)-l/P and so 1 q~‘(O)[~p(~+~-+)/~‘( l M < l/v’(l)“+l. 
Hence, 
1 
-1 2mi EM 
Ig(vn+l(z))l"e < L WRY2 Ilg I@ (1 + +ma+l) (1 + +fa4 
x ’ 237 1-R 
1 
s T’(l)“+1 m&&Q) 
I du Is (9) 
Since 1 - vp < 0, (1 + •)~(l-@) < 1. Also JmM(EM) 1 du [ < 4hF, 
so there exists a constant J, independent of AI, for which 
Therefore, for each positive integer n and each g E HP with a zero of 
order v at 0, if 1 CJJ’(O)I~ < CJJ’(~)-‘/~, we have 
and since E > 0 is arbitrary, we have 
as promised. 
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The 
BWUP( 
valid. 
With 
case ~‘(0) = 0 is similar. In inequalities (8) and (9), 
1 + ~)(~+l)@ can be replaced by B(R)VP~(n+l)YP and (12) is still 
L slight modifications of the proof, Lemma 3.6 is valid when 
S is replaced by S, = {p)(w) 1 j v(w) 1 = 1} if S, consists only of 
fixed points of q~ Then, replacing y by vN , we have the following. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If 9) is nor inner, not Co, a compact operator 
for any positive integer N, then for some positive integer N, 
SN = bN(4 I I TJ~(w)/ = 11 is 3 m e, ‘t nonempty, and consists only of 
$xed points of qN. If g E HP, 1 < p < 00, has a zero of order v at 0, ij 
~~‘(1) = mi+pN’(Z) I x E S,y}, and further, ij / I’]” v,‘(l)iiP < 1, 
then 
and 
THEOREM 3.8. Let q: D -+ D be analytic on B. Consider C, as a 
composition operator on H p, 1 < p < co. Assume y is not inner, nor CQ, 
a compact operator for any integer N. Then if N is a positive integer for 
which sN = (~~(4 I I VJ~(W)I = l} consists only of jixed points of yN 
and q~(x,,) = z0 E D, and if c = min{vN’(z) 1 z E S,}, then c > 1 and 
4co) = {A 1 I A I G clINP} U {(q’(.~~))~ 1 n is a positive integer) U {I}. 
Proof. It is no restriction to assume that z0 = 0 and c = ~~‘(1). 
Let v be a positive integer for which 1 I’]” cl/* < 1. By Corollary 3.7, 
we have E,,, Ij C,,(g)il”” < c-iINP, for all g E HP having a zero of 
order v at 0. Therefore, for such g, z + C~=‘=,g(~,(x)) kk E HP for h 
with C-~/ND < / h /. 
But, if F is defined by F(z) = X-l Cz=‘=, g(vk(z)) kk, cPIINP < / h I, 
then M’(x) - F(y(z)) = g. Th a is, if c-lIN* < / h 1, then everyg E HP t 
with a zero of order v at 0 is in the range of (A - C,). By Lemma 3.5, 
this implies that 1, x,..., zu-i are also in range (A - C,) if c-ljNp < / X 1 
and h # 0, 1, (QJ’(O))~, n a positive integer. 
Now, every h E HP may be written as 
h(z) = (h(0) + h'(O)z + ... + (W"(O)/(V - l)!) z?-1) +g(z) 
where 
(zg) = (h(z) - h(O) - h'(O)z - ..' - (W"(O)/(V - l)!)@). 
Clearly, g(0) = g’(0) = *** = g+l)(O) = 0. 
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As we have shown, g E range(h - C,) for h # 0, 1, (~‘(0))~, n a 
positive integer and 1 X / > c-lINP. Thus, for such A, X - C, is onto 
and by Corollary 2.4, X - C, is l-l. Thus h $ u(C,) for such h. 
Combining this with Theorem 3.4, we find that if ~(0) = 0, 1 E S, , 
TN’(~) = min{y,‘(z) 1 x E s,%,}, then 
u(C,) = {A 1 1 h / < 9)N’(1)-1/NP} U ((~‘(0))” 1 n is a positive integer) U (1). 
By a suitable linear fractional transformation, Theorem 3.8 holds. 
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